Each shipment must be accompanied by a legible and reproducible copy of a certificate referencing the item name/number, batch number, compound number, cure or manufacture/assemble date, expiration or limited life date, the material specification or drawing number (including revision and amendments) and storage requirements (including temperature limits) stating conformance to the requirement of the Purchase Order and authenticated by a responsible Supplier Official attesting compliance to all applicable requirements. Each item, package, or container shall reflect (at a minimum) the specification, drawing, nomenclature, or other design description required by the Purchase Order. Cure or manufacturing dates, assembly dates, expiration dates, temperature limits, compound number, and manufacturing identification will be recorded on the certifications and shipping documents as appropriate. Items received with less than 2/3 shelf life remaining shall be cause for rejection unless otherwise specified by the Purchase order.

Proper storage requirements must be clearly specified on material label.

---

This document is an integral part of the contract (purchase order) in which referenced. **Applicable Revision:** The revision in effect at the time the purchase order is placed.